One cornerstone of EU's railway policy is that track user charges should be based on marginal costs for infrastructure use. This paper updates knowledge about the marginal cost of maintaining Sweden's railway network. Using an extended panel dataset, now comprising 16 years, we corroborate previous results using a static model framework. However, the results from the dynamic model show that an increase in maintenance cost during one year increases costs in the next year, which is contrasting previous estimates on a shorter panel dataset. We conclude that more data made a difference in a dynamic setting, but the estimated cost elasticities are rather robust in a European context. 
Introduction
The way in which railway infrastructure maintenance is affected by variations in train traffic comprises one component of the social marginal costs for using railways. The policy relevance of this relationship was formally established after the vertical separation of infrastructure management and train operations introduced by the European Union in 1991 (Dir. 91/440) . This directive required the introduction of track access charges. The charging principles of infrastructure use was further specified in 2001, when Dir. 2001/14 established that track access charges should be set according to the direct cost of running a vehicle on the tracks. This means that train operators (inter alia) should be charged for the wear and tear traffic inflicts on the infrastructure.
The significance of marginal cost pricing is one of the pillars of a policy for using societies' resources in an efficient way. The level of marginal cost of track use at large, and of wear and tear in particular, is therefore highly relevant both from a theoretical perspective and as a platform for EU's infrastructure policy, triggering several research papers referenced below. Against this background, the purpose of this paper is to present new marginal cost estimates for rail infrastructure maintenance in Sweden, using data that covers a much longer period of time than the existing literature. For the first time in this literature, our data set also comprises factor prices. The extended dataset has motivated the title of the paper since it is relevant to consider whether better data in general and longer time series in particular makes a difference to conclusions.
Access to several years of information furthermore makes it possible to assess any dynamic properties of track maintenance costs. A complementary purpose of the paper is therefore to assess whether and how spending on maintenance in one year affect costs in subsequent years. The possibility of dynamic interactions is still within the short run marginal 3 cost paradigm, since it would only mean that the consequences of an activity -of traffic -one year has implications also for maintenance over a longer period.
The long time period also makes it possible to consider the possible consequences for marginal cost estimates of external events in the industry. The maintenance of Sweden's railways has gone through a comprehensive organizational reform with the introduction of competitive tendering in year 2002. The transfer to competition was gradual, but the entire network had been tendered at least once as of 2014. Odolinski and Smith (2016) show that competitive tendering reduced maintenance costs with 11 per cent. Thus the marginal cost may well have been affected by the reform.
Previous research has used different approaches for estimating the cost incurred by running one extra vehicle or vehicle ton on the tracks. There are examples of so-called bottom-up approaches that use engineering models to estimate track damage caused by traffic (see Booz Allen Hamilton 2005 and Öberg et al. 2007) . Starting with Johansson and Nilsson (2004) , previous studies have, however, mainly used econometric techniques to estimate the relationship between costs and traffic; this is referred to as a top-down approach. This line of research includes a derivation of the cost elasticity with respect to traffic, and calculation of the average maintenance cost. The marginal cost is the product of these two components.
Most of the top-down approaches make use of a double log functional form, either a full translog model or quadratic and cubic terms for the output variables. Link et al. (2008) report cost elasticities in the interval 0.13-0.38, which we take as our benchmark or state-ofthe-art opinion of the research community. Table 1 lists some results of previous studies on Swedish data which is the most direct benchmark for our analysis. It is obvious that these elasticity values are within the overall range of cited observations for Europe.
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Estimating a dynamic model in order to analyze rail infrastructure costs is rare, Andersson (2008) being one notable exception. He uses a difference generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator on a four-year panel dataset. Our paper adds to this study and the literature on rail infrastructure costs in general, by considering the dynamic aspect of maintenance on a much longer panel. The focus in this paper is on maintenance costs -that is, spending on day to day activities.
The relevance of renewal costs for appropriate charging is addressed in and Andersson and Björklund (2012) . Since a reduction in maintenance can front-load renewals and/or increase the level of renewals and vice versa, there is a possible interdependence between these cost categories. These links are beyond the scope of this paper.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. The methodology Section (2) is followed by a description of the available dataset in Section 3. We present the results in Section 4. Section 5 comprises a discussion and conclusion of the results. 
Methodology
Several intricate challenges have to be addressed in order to formulate a model that can be expected to deliver estimates of marginal costs. Section 2.1 addresses the econometric approach and appropriate transformation of variables. The static model to be estimated is presented in Section 2.2 while section 2.3 considers the possibility that maintenance activities in year depend on costs in − 1.
Econometric approach
From an engineering perspective, the weight of the rolling stock is a main driver of the rail infrastructure wear and tear. Gross ton-km (GTKM, i.e. an additional ton using the tracks) has therefore become the preferred charging unit in Europe and is the output measure used in marginal cost calculations. When the impact of an additional ton-km on maintenance costs is estimated, there is reason to separate scale (track length) and density (tons) effects, as these dimensions of track use may have different effects. In particular, scale effects are related to long-run costs. Similar to the literature in this field, we therefore use the cost elasticity with respect to gross tons (GT) and multiply with the average cost ( ) to derive the marginal cost per ton-km:
where is maintenance costs. 1 To derive the cost elasticity with respect to gross tons, we use a cost function given by equation (2) where there are = 1, 2, … , track sections and = 1, 2, … , years of observations.
1 In equation (1), the fact that = 1 implies that an extra ton that runs on a track section will not change the length of that section. An interaction term between GT and track length can also be added in the model estimation to allow for the cost elasticity with respect to GT to vary with track length. A common functional form in the literature on rail infrastructure costs is the doublelog specification. Indeed, agents in maintenance production are more likely to have the same reactions to relative changes than to changes in absolute levels, and a logarithmic transformation of the variables can reduce skewness and heteroscedasticity (Heij et al. 2004) .
Which transformation that is most appropriate can however be tested empirically using the model proposed by Box and Cox (1964) which does not impose a specific transformation of the data. Instead, the functional form is tested. We estimate the Box Cox model and the results confirm that a logarithmic transformation is preferred. 
Translog model
We start with the flexible translog cost function which, for example, allows economies of scale to vary with different output levels and the production structure can be non-homothetic (input demands can vary for different output levels). See for example Christensen and Greene (1976) . The translog functional form is expressed as:
2 More specifically, the estimates of the transformation parameters show that the logarithmic transformation is preferred when rounding the parameters to the closest functional form, as suggested by Sheather (2009) 
Equation ( is the error term in our model and is a scalar. is the impact of generic features of each track section which may contain features that predict but are not captured by the explanatory variables. This value is the same for each track unit over time. Fixed effects and random effects are two approaches often used to model this variation. A crucial assumption in the random effects approach is that the unobserved individual effects are uncorrelated with the explanatory variables. Otherwise, the model will produce biased estimates of and . We use the Hausman test (1978) for the choice between the random and fixed effects models.
In the baseline formulation of the model, only total annual gross tons is used to represent output. We also consider a distinction between freight and passenger gross tons as the characteristics of these vehicle types may cause different levels of wear and tear.
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Several network characteristics are related to the size of each track section, and it is straightforward to assume that costs increase with track length, length of switches and length of tunnels and bridges. The older the tracks, the more likely it is that maintenance costs are higher. The expectation goes in the opposite direction for the ratio between track and route length. For a section with single tracks the ratio is unity. Adding one place for meetings and over-taking increases the numerator and for a double track section the ratio is 2. The a priori expectation is that more double tracking will make it easier to maintain the tracks with less work during night hours, that is, costs are lower.
Dynamic model
Some maintenance activities are not implemented every year. The level of tamping, rail grinding etc. during one year may therefore affect maintenance costs required the next.
Hence, costs may fluctuate even if traffic and infrastructure characteristics do not change.
Moreover, it may be difficult for the infrastructure manager (subsequently the IM) to give an immediate and appropriate response to a sudden and large change in traffic or in other cost drivers. To address the possibility of the intertemporal effect(s), a dynamic model with a lagged dependent variable as an explanatory variable will be tested. Both the Arellano and Bond (1991) and the Arellano-Bover/ Blundell-Bond (1995 estimators are used. These estimators essentially use first differencing and lagged instruments to deal with the unobserved individual effect and autocorrelation.
For a Cobb-Douglas functional form the model is expressed as:
Lagged maintenance costs −1 are correlated with the individual effects , and estimating this model with OLS would therefore produce biased estimates. This is handled taking first differences of (4), giving equation (5).
This makes the individual effect disappear. However, −1 and the lagged independent variables are correlated with −1 . To deal with this endogeneity it is necessary to use instruments. We first consider −2 as an instrument for
This instrument is not correlated with −1 under the assumption of no serial correlation in the error terms. Holtz-Ekin et al. (1988) show that further lags can be used as additional instruments without reducing sample length. To model the differenced error terms ( − −1 ), Arellano and Bond (1991) propose a generalized method of moment (GMM) estimator, estimating the covariance matrix of the differenced error terms in two steps.
As T increases, the number of instruments also increases. For example, with T=3
(minimum number of time periods needed), one instrument, 1 , is used for ∆ 2 . With T=4, both 1 and 2 can be used as instruments for ∆ 3 . Since the present dataset comprises 16 periods, we need to consider a restriction of the number of instruments used because too many instruments can over-fit the endogenous variables (see Roodman 2009a) . If independent variables are predetermined ( ( ) ≠ 0 for < and zero otherwise), it is feasible to include lagged instruments for these as well, using the same approach as for the lagged dependent variable.
The approach by Blundell and Bond (1998) , which is a development of the Arellano and Bover (1995) estimation technique, is called system GMM and does not employ first differencing of the independent variables to deal with the fixed individual effects. Instead, differences of the lagged dependent variable are used as an instrument. In our case −1 is instrumented with ∆ −1 and assuming that [∆ −1 ( + )] = 0, this must also hold for any other instrumenting variables.
A lagged difference of the dependent variable as an instrument is appropriate when the instrumented variable is close to a random walk. Roodman explains this neatly (2009b, p.
114): "For random walk-like variables, past changes may indeed be more predictive of current levels than past levels are of current changes…". We expect this to be the case for maintenance costs. The reason is that, for example, a large change in maintenance costs
indicates that something is going on, and contains information about maintenance costs in the following year (it will be either low or high due to the change). Moreover, a very small change is more likely to imply that business is as usual. The past level, on the other hand, does not contain much information on how maintenance costs will change; it can be either business as usual or a large change in costs. In other words, based on this intuition, we expect the system GMM to perform better -using past changes as instruments for current levelsthan the difference GMM, which uses past levels as instruments for current changes.
Alonso-Borrego and Arellano (1999) perform simulations showing that the GMM estimator based on first differences (the Arellano and Bond 1991 model) have finite sample bias. Moreover, Blundell and Bond (1998) compare the first difference GMM estimator with the system GMM using simulations. They find that the first difference GMM estimator produces imprecise and biased estimates (with persistent series and short sample periods) and estimating the system GMM as an alternative can lead to substantial efficiency gains.
Against this background, we estimate a Cobb-Douglas model with −1 as an explanatory variable using the approach by Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond (1995 system GMM as well as the Arellano and Bond (1991) model. 3 Traffic is assumed to be predetermined (not strictly exogenous) and is instrumented with the same approach as the lagged dependent variable. This type of instruments is also used for a lagged track quality variable. Track geometry requirements are linked to this track quality class, where high speed lines have stricter requirements than low speed lines. We expect that a change in this particular variable in one year may have a nontrivial effect on maintenance costs in the following year.
Data
The publicly owned Swedish railway network is divided into track sections, administered by five regional units and a central planning unit within the Swedish Transport Administration However, marshalling yards have been omitted since the cost structure at these places can be expected to differ from track sections at large. Neither is privately owned sections, heritage railways, nor track sections that are closed for traffic, included in the dataset. Also due to missing information and changes in the number of sections on the network, 2819 observations are available for analysis and the panel is thus unbalanced.
In the same way as in all other Swedish rail cost studies, most of the information derives from the systems held by the IM that reports on the technical aspects about the network and about costs. The sections of today have a long history and are not defined based on a specific set of criteria. As a result, the structure of the sections varies greatly. For example, section (route) length ranges from 1.8 to 219.4 kilometres, and the average age of sections ranges from one to 84 years; see Table 2 . Hydrological Institute (SMHI) has been used to create a variable for the amount of snowfall during a year and each track section, using millimetre of precipitation each day when the daily mean temperature is below zero degrees Celsius.
Results
Two models are estimated and the output tables are presented in the appendix together with that there is indeed a dynamic process to be captured.
Before elaborating on the parameter estimates, we note that 17 outliers were detected.
The average cost (maintenance cost per ton-km) for 14 of these observations were 200 times larger than the sample median, while three outliers had extremely low average costs with a ratio over 50 between the sample median and their respective average cost. These 17 outliers are excluded from the estimations. All estimations are carried out using Stata 12 (StataCorp.2011).
Estimation results: static panel data model
We start with the full translog functional form. Based on F-tests of linear restrictions on the fixed effects model results, with two exceptions, the full translog model is retained; both the parameter for wages and for structures (tunnels and bridges) are dropped due to their negative parameter estimates. Moreover, the input price for iron and steel only varies over time and is therefore collinear with one of the dummy variables. Hence, we only include interactions with this input price variable in the estimations. We also considered dividing maintenance cost and the input price for iron and steel with wages in order to impose linear homogeneity in input prices. However, we prefer the non-normalized formulation of our model as specified in eq. 3, in view of the negative estimate for wages in the model estimations which indicates that this input price variable may be a poor proxy for actual wages. Moreover, we are able to test if the sum of the input price variable's interaction terms is zero, which is required for linear homogeneity in input prices. 6 We cannot reject this restriction at the 5 per cent level of significance (F(1, 202)=2.71, Prob>0.0983).
Estimation results from a translog model with passenger and freight gross ton as separate outputs did not result in a significant difference in cost elasticity between these outputs. We therefore present the results with total gross ton as output, meaning that it is impossible in our data to detect any -ceteris paribus -difference in wear and tear from a passenger and a freight train. In line with the findings in Odolinski and Smith (2016) , the gradual transfer from using in-house resources to competitive procurement has reduced maintenance costs. The parameter estimate for tendering in competition (Ctend) is -0.1060 (p-value 0.005), which 6 Other conditions required for linear homogeneity in input prices are that the sum of their second order terms is zero, as well as the sum of their first order coefficients.
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translates to a 10.1 per cent 7 reduction in maintenance costs as a result of competitive tendering.
The first order coefficients (evaluated at the sample median) for track length (Track_l) and average rail age (Rail_age) are significant and have the expected signs. The estimate for maximum axle load allowed (Max.axle_load) is positive, which indicates that these tracks require more maintenance due to the heavy axle loads they experience, even though they are designed for this type of traffic. We also note that the first order coefficients for switch length (Switch_tl) and snowfall (Snowmm) have the expected signs, but are only nearly significant at the 10 per cent level (p-values 0.130 and 0.136, respectively).
The focus of the inquiry is on the impact of traffic on costs. The first order coefficient for traffic (Tgtden), evaluated at the sample median, is 0.1437 and statistically significant (pvalue=0.000). However, we have a squared and cubic term for traffic as well as interaction terms between traffic, input prices, network characteristics and the weather variable (snow).
Hence, in order to get an estimate of the cost elasticity with respect to gross ton at the observed levels of the variables in the interaction terms, it is necessary to use equation (6) where ̂1 is the first order coefficient for gross ton and ̂2 ,̂3, … ,̂1 2 are the coefficients for the interaction variables. As a result, the static cost elasticity at the sample mean is 0.1729 with a standard error at 0.0421 (p-value=0.000).
To calculate the marginal cost, we use a fitted cost, ̂, as specified in equation (7), which derives from the double-log specification of our model that assumes normally distributed residuals (see Munduch et al. 2002 and .
̂= exp (ln( ) −̂+ 0.5̂2)
From a charging perspective, a distance unit is required for the marginal cost estimate, where ton kilometre is the preferred charging unit in Europe. The marginal cost per gross ton kilometre is calculated by multiplying the average cost by the cost elasticity from eq. (6). In eq. (8), the predicted average cost is used. This is the cost from eq. (7) divided by gross tonkilometres (eq. 9):
Similar to previous studies a weighted marginal cost is calculated for the entire railway network included in this study. In this calculation, the traffic share on each track section is used in order to derive a marginal cost for all track sections that generates the same income for the infrastructure manager as if each track section's marginal cost would be used:
The average and marginal costs are summarized in Table 3 . 8 The lower value of costs deriving from the weighting procedure indicates that track sections with relatively more traffic have lower marginal costs than average. 8 Note that the mean value of the weighted marginal cost in equation (10) is equal to the weighted sum of
), which is the expression used in for example Munduch et al. (2002) and Andersson (2008) . 
Estimation results: dynamic model
Two dynamic models are estimated -the system GMM and the difference GMM model -in order to assess how the level of maintenance cost during one year affects the level of maintenance cost in the next. We also estimate the system GMM on a panel data set over the period 1999-2002 for comparison between a shorter data set (as in Andersson 2008 ) and our extended data set. The output table is presented in the appendix (Table 9) , where Model 2a
and 2b refer to model estimations using observations over the period 1999-2014 and 1999-2002 , respectively. We use the Windmeijer (2005) correction of the variance-covariance matrix of the estimators, and we therefore only report the two-step results. 9 Dummy variables for regions are included in the system GMM model to control for heterogeneity. Region West is the baseline in the model.
To examine the validity of the lagged instruments, we test for autocorrelation in the differences of the idiosyncratic errors. We expect to find a first-order autoregressive process -AR(1) -in differences because ∆ should correlate with ∆ −1 as they share the −1 term.
However, the presence of a second-order autoregressive process -AR(2) -would indicate that the instruments are endogenous and therefore not appropriate in the estimation. We maintain the null hypothesis of no AR(2) process in our models according to the Arellano and Bond test in both models (see Table 10 ). The other test results presented in Table 10 also indicate valid instruments: the null hypothesis of the Sargan test (not robust) and the Hansen test (robust) of overidentifying restrictions is that we have valid instruments (not correlated with the error term), which we maintain in both models (except for the Sargan test, which however is not robust). Moreover, the tests of the subsets of instruments also show that these are valid; we maintain the null hypothesis of the Hansen test of excluding groups (excluded instruments are not correlated with independent variables) as well as the null hypothesis of the difference-in-Hansen test (C-test) that the instruments used are exogenous.
The results from the difference GMM are unsatisfactory with respect to significance levels and the coefficients for track length, rail age and length of structures (tunnels and bridges) have unexpected negative signs. As mentioned in Section 2.3, Alonso-Borrego and Arellano (1999) and Blundell and Bond (1998) show that the GMM estimator based on first differences can produce imprecise and biased estimates.
We therefore focus on the system GMM results. The coefficient for lagged maintenance costs (MaintC t-1) is 0.2140, with a standard error at 0.0548, indicating that an increase in maintenance costs in year − 1 increase costs in year . The cost elasticity with respect to gross ton is 0.3058 with a standard error at 0.1415 (p-value=0.032). With a lagged dependent variable in our model, we are able to calculate cost elasticities for output that account for how changes in costs in the previous year affect costs in the current year:
̂0 is the estimated coefficient for the lagged dependent variable and ̂1 is the cost elasticity for gross ton. 10 The cost elasticity with respect to output and lagged costs is 0.3891 with standard error at 0.1701 (p-value=0.023 ). This may be referred to as the equilibrium cost 10 In equilibrium = −1 which implies that equilibrium cost = + 0 + 1 (only considering track section specific effect and tonnage for simplicity) and rearranging gives Similar to equations (7)- (10), we use the predicted cost to estimate average cost and marginal costs, which are summarized in Table 4 . The weighted marginal cost is 0.0094 SEK, while the equilibrium weighted marginal cost (0.0120 SEK). The positive coefficient for lagged maintenance costs might to some extent seem counterintuitive, since an increase in maintenance costs in one year could be expected to reduce the need to maintain the track the following year. In this, however, it is important to note that the coefficient for lagged maintenance costs shows how a change in traffic (and/or in other cost drivers) affects costs in subsequent period(s) -that is; the estimate is an indication of the response taken by the IM. To make this clearer, we consider two main scenarios in Table 5 . An increase in (planned) preventive maintenance can be expected to reduce the need for both (unplanned) corrective and preventive maintenance the following year; this is scenario 1 in Table 5 . On the other hand, an increase in corrective maintenance is typically triggered by acute, un-foreseen problems and will not necessarily reduce the level of maintenance the following year. This is so since an increase in the number of corrective 11 We thank Phill Wheat (Institute for Transport Studies, University of Leeds) for suggesting this term.
maintenance activities can be a sign of a track with quality problems, and may signal the need for additional corrective maintenance the following year. If this is correct, the following year might even require more maintenance compared to the previous year since the line has now been used another year by another millions of gross tons (scenario 2b). Preventive maintenance may slow down this downward circle, and it is likely that a welfare optimising IM allocates additional resources to a track section with high corrective maintenance the previous year (scenario 2a), or decides to renew the tracks. We also note that a large coefficient for lagged maintenance costs (and hence a large equilibrium cost) may reflect an inability of the IM to give the appropriate response to past changes, indicating that the IM has not done enough -or the right type of activities -to cope with these changes. Whether that is the case or not for the Swedish IM is beyond the scope of this paper, and would also require information on delay costs caused by poor infrastructure quality.
The positive dependence between current and future maintenance costs is opposite to previous results in Andersson (2008) , who used a difference GMM model. To make sure that it is not the model choice that generate the difference in signs of the intertemporal effect, we consider the system GMM estimator on the 1999-2002 sample, which yields similar (yet not significant) results to Andersson (2008) with a negative coefficient for lagged maintenance costs. The results from this model (2b) are provided in Table 9 in the appendix. The short 22 sample period results may be caused by a temporary response in maintenance towards wear and tear, such as an increase in preventive maintenance rather than corrective maintenance.
Information on the amount of corrective and preventive maintenance performed over the years is unfortunately not available.
Discussion and conclusion
With access to considerably more data than previous studies, this paper uses econometric techniques for estimating the relationship between maintenance costs and traffic. The first observation is that our new (static) estimate is lower than before; using Swedish data and the fixed effects estimator, it is 0.17 rather than 0.26. The second result is that adding a dynamic component to the model estimation increases the elasticity to 0.39. These values are all within
the range of what we use as our benchmark. Using much data and modern econometric techniques, it is therefore fair to say that research is converging towards consensus.
A change in results of the static elasticity is not surprising considering the longer time period of our data, during which major changes in the organisation of railway maintenance have been carried out. An additional difference is that our modelling includes more infrastructure characteristics. These were assumed to be constant in previous model estimations on Swedish data, which can be a reasonable assumption using a fixed effects model on a short panel. The introduction of factor prices has not made a visible imprint on results. This outcome is not very surprising, bearing in mind the homogeneity of Sweden's labour market with small wage differences at large, as well as the fact that much input to the maintenance activity -notably rails and sleepers -is tendered separately by the IM and made available to maintenance contractors.
The transfer from in-house production to competitive tendering has reduced costs by about 10 percent. This further motivates a comparison of our marginal cost estimates with previous estimates presented in Future research should aim at examining the dynamic costs more in depth. Budget restrictions and maintenance strategies governed by contract design will affect the amount and type of maintenance activities that will be implemented one year, which will have an effect on the required maintenance in future years. Moreover, modelling the interdependence between maintenance and renewals is an important area of research, for example in order to perform a cost benefit comparison of the significance of these two activities. This includes a study of the consequences of using accumulated rather than annual tonnage in order to understand whether time and aggregate use offer complementary explanations of track decay. We have transformed all data by dividing by the sample median prior to taking logs.
See Table 7 for definition of variables.
Note: ***, **, *: Significance at 1 %, 5 %, and 10 % level, respectively See Table 7 for definition of variables.
Note: ***, **, *: Significance at 1 %, 5 %, and 10 % level, respectively 
